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The Board of Trustees

Towards a positive future
by Helen Beck, Chair of Trustees

Dear Members, please accept a
huge thank you from your Trustees.
We have been heartened and
deeply touched by your continuing
messages of support for our efforts
over the past year: we are also
inspired and encouraged by the
optimism you share for the future
of our Charity as we move into 201 8.

the need to ‘balance the books’ is
on-going but the good news is that
this year, despite general rising
costs, it is our intention to keep the
majority of subscriptions at their
current level, although there will
be some small changes to correct
inherited past anomalies.

After many unexpected setbacks,
you can at last enjoy the benefits
of our new website. Together with
the database which was put in
place a few months ago, we are
now in a position to offer our new
and existing Members the efficient
management expected of a
forward-looking organisation.
These timely initiatives, resourced
from our membership fees, afford
Members something tangible from
your subscriptions. Of course in
order to maintain good governance,

Initiatives have also included
renewed focus on our Social Media
and you can now follow The Healing
Trust on Facebook, Twitter,
and Instagram.
We are delighted, too, with the
sure but steady increase of new
Members joining us, both at home
and overseas. This gradual increase
in our numbers is both encouraging
and exciting!
The Healing Trust’s revised Code
of Conduct will include any new
Data Protection requirements
applying to Members to be
introduced in May, and we hope
to send out copies to Members
together with their new Membership
cards at the end of March.

Helen Beck and David Defty
at The Healing Trust’s AGM.

The Charity’s new logo has been
registered as The Healing Trust’s
trade mark and plans are now
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under way to introduce it on all our
documents, letterhead, website,
and publicity materials thus creating
an attractive, strong corporate
identity for our organisation.
Finally, but most importantly, the
Board has now initiated a search
for new, more appropriate premises
in the Northampton area – but away
from the intrusive energies of a
busy city centre.
We expect there will be many
challenges and demands emerging
in the months to come as our
Charity moves forward to embrace
change. We sense a burgeoning
excitement and buzz in the air in
anticipation of becoming more
proactive. The Board will keep you
up-to-date as things develop.

Congratulations
Region 1

Ms Felicity Baker
Mrs Susan Merriott
Mrs Kate Dean
Miss Sally Turner

Region 7

Mrs Daniela Peter
Mr Simon Joseph

Region 8

Mrs Jarmila Jackson

Region 14

Mr Brendan Coburn
Mrs Fumiko Aita
Miss Phylis Dugasse
Ms Anne Marie Hargreaves
Mrs Jane Williams

Aberdeen Healing Centre

One thing for certain is that the
arrival of spring heralds the start
of another round of AGMs (they
seem to come round so quickly!)
and your Trustees look forward to
meeting many of you on their travels
around the Regions.

Recent meeting of the Board .
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In Issue 1 7 – October 201 7, we erroneously described Aberdeen
Healing Centre as an associated centre. It is of course a full Healing
Trust NFSH Healing Centre. Aberdeen is notable for owning its own
premises thanks to the generosity of a very experienced healer, Clark
Findlay, who bought the premises and set up a trust fund. You can
visit Aberdeen Healing Centre at 52 Holburn Street in Aberdeen on
Tuesdays and Thursdays from 1 0 am till 2 pm, or view their clear and
informative website at www.aberdeenhealingcentre.co.uk

Renew your membership today

It’s time to renew your membership of The Healing Trust.
You’ll find the Membership Renewal Form enclosed with
this issue. Please fill this in and return it before 1 st April
to continue to enjoy the benefits and support that membership
of The Healing Trust affords – importantly, your insurance
cover. If you prefer, you can now pay online at
thehealingtrust.org - Log in, then click on ‘Subscriptions’.
Thank you for your continued membership.

We appreciate you

My favourite daily spiritual practice is<
Three Spiritus contributors share their thoughts
Caroline Latham

Bettina Myers

Breathe and send love.

Cultivating compassion.

“Meditation - drinking tea is also
very important!”

“I do three hours' meditation and
specific prayers every day and
have been on part-time retreats
three times a year for 1 7 years.”

(page 10)

(page 20)

Jack Stewart

Discover your inner hero’s path.

(page 17)
“To reflect on the state of all sentient
beings, to remain open to what is
evolving and to send love out to all
those in my near and distant orbit.”
Spiritus Magazine - Page 5

We welcome comments and updates from members and friends
ofThe Healing Trust. Please include the headline, ‘Letter to
Spiritus’ and email your letter to office@thehealingtrust.org.uk
or post to The Healing Trust, 21 York Road, Northampton, NN1 5QG.

Thanks for the event

minds to connect. Your thoughts
are received within milliseconds
and they react to them.
Animals understand everything you
say or think. All species communicate
with each other telepathically.
Learning this skill is so wonderful
when combined with healing.

Thank you to all the Healing Trust
members who supported our
Matthew Manning event in Newcastle
last September. It was an honour
meeting members from all around
the country; a wonderful gathering.
Heartfelt thanks go to fellow ‘event
makers’ Gillian Johnston and Jenny Pat O’Neill
McLurg, whose hard work ensured
the event’s success, also a big
Unexpected healing
thank you to Adam Tindall and Maria Dog trainer and Healing Trust student
Neal. Well done to a first class team. member Jude McDermott unexpectedly
Finally thank you to Matthew who experienced some personal healing at
delighted us for two days and
Margrit Coates’ workshop:
even said he’d be happy to journey
I have been living with the pain of
North again!
sciatica every day for the last eight
In Gratitude,
Valerie Chiltonsmith, Region 11 months. The pain is worse when
I've been standing for a while or
doing a lot of walking. I am a very
Yes, pets are psychic
person and when out on my
In reference to your article, ‘Healing active
daily
hikes
by Instagram’, yes, pets definitely be in pain. with the dogs I would
are psychic. I am a trained animal
communicator and I use this together I suddenly realised after my long
with healing to help animals with journey home from the workshop
health and emotional issues as that I had had no pain during the
well as end of life wishes. It is a workshop and I was standing for
telepathic connection and healers quite a while at times. My sciatica
can usually do this easily as they pain right up to this date is only a
are already able to quieten their little tingling feeling at times. Walking
Page 6 - Spiritus Magazine

is a joy again. I put it all down to
the fantastic healing energy that
was going on throughout this
workshop.

Lucy’s new workshop

I am pleased to announce that
Lucy Lofting has agreed to run an
animal healing workshop in Wales
on Saturday 1 0 March 201 8. This
will be a 3½ hour workshop and
we are currently looking at venues
around the Cardiff area.
If you are interested in attending,
please contact our Chairperson,
Diana Bianchi on 07564 093947
or dianabianchi47@hotmail.com
or me on 07740 774590 or
wendy@in-the-pink.me.uk.
Many thanks.

Wendy Hale (Region 6 Secretary)

You can also read comments
and updates from friends and
members ofThe Healing Trust
on our social media. Join the
conversations at
facebook.com/HealingCharity,
twitter.com/healingcharity and
instagram.com/thehealingtrust
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Healing news

I

Adding colour to the past
Charlie Kennedy is researching the history of The
Healing Trust. Here, she thanks members who have
kindly sent in documents and asks for stories
from the early days.

am continuing work on the
comprehensive history of the
NFSH Charitable Trust Limited,
formerly the National Federation
of Spiritual Healers. I am very
grateful to all the members who
have willingly sent me their personal
records and information.
All the information gathered is factbased, which gives no impression
of the human circumstances: the
relationships between probationers,
members, associates, tutors, council
members and trustees; their
characters, foibles and their daily
lives as healers. What I’m now
looking for are the stories and
anecdotes about all these wonderful

people to bring ‘spiritual or physical’
colour to our history.
Many of our original members from
the 1 950s have died. Others are
elderly, and may be unable to use
technology to write or record their
memories. So, how to help? If you
are technologically savvy, could
you perhaps talk to older members
in your region, and record their
stories with a tablet or mobile and
send me the written copy? (We
can help you locate older members.)
What would be of special interest
are any details of the following:
• Memories of those who met or
attended talks by either Harry

Edwards or John Britnell.
• Memories of the early summer
schools run by Gordon Turner
in the 1 960s.
• Memories of anyone who attended
or took part in the Trafalgar
Square healing demonstrations.
• Memories of the many events
run by the NFSH before 1 980.
• Stories your mentor may have
told you about the earlier days
of the NFSH.
• Memories from region chairs or
those who ran NFSH centres.
If you have any ideas please contact:
charlie@charliekennedy.co.uk or
call 020 8671 4756. Thank you for
your help.

Last autumn, several Healing Trust
members opened a new drop-in
healing centre in Shaftesbury,
Dorset. The venue is The Friends
Meeting House, a peaceful building
with a lovely spiritual atmosphere
which is enhanced by well-kept
gardens. It’s a perfect place
for healing.
Founder Roger Rumble says:
“We currently have eight
healers (see photo attached

always be three available at any
one time. We meet every Thursday,
and the healing takes place 5 pm
until 7 pm.”
Roger adds that he has experienced
the power of healing for animals
through nursing his own dog, and

this element in the centre. “Although
animals are not allowed in The
Friends Meeting House, we can
offer distant healing. We ask for
a photo of the pet or animal if
possible, to be sent by email or
post and this is put onto a tablet
so that the healers taking part are
able to focus more.”
You can contact Roger at
hr.scoobie@talktalk.net or
call 01 258 451 453.

A beautiful new centre of six of us), to ensure there should friends’ pets, and is keen to develop
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Left to Right, Roger, Julie, Lucy,
Hilary, Sarah and John

Different?? You Have
Always Been Different

Reviews

by Isabella Clarence
‘It’s about time I face up to the fact that
my life is, and has been, anything but
ordinary,’ writes Isabella at the start of
her autobiography. And she continues
to tell an insightful story about how she
came to be a spiritual healer. Isabella
was diagnosed with multiple sclerosis, or MS, when
she was 30. Her quest for healing a disease that
doctors believed (and continue to believe) incurable
led her to a remarkable mentor who taught her how
to uncover the root cause of her illness, how to heal,
and how to help countless others to do the same.
You can find an edited extract from her book on page
24 in this issue. Isabella Clarence is a healer member
of The Healing Trust, and this is her self-published
book. Available via Amazon on Kindle at £4.99, or
paperback at £1 2.99.
Reviewed by Suzanne Askham

A Gift of Hope

compiled by Heather Marlow
“It is Now: There is no other time or
place but this. For Now will lead you
into your future”.
I accidentally came across this book
when I was fortunate enough to meet
the author, or as she much prefers to be
known, the compiler. A Gift of Hope is a
collection of daily meditations which
encourages the reader to open their heart and explore
the silence beyond the busyness of their thinking
mind. The meditations themselves are gateways to
profound wisdom that offer us much hope in the

challenges of everyday life and the love behind these
meditations is felt in every word. This book can be
read daily or opened at any page where the message
can bring inspiration, hope and encouragement.
“Beyond all actions, beyond all words, beyond all
thoughts, is the supreme Silence.” These words can
assist us in finding our own silence and help us to
remember how we can see ourselves, and life, in an
alternative light.
I found this book both thought-provoking and
illuminating and have thoroughly enjoyed exploring
my own silence with the companionship of these
meditations. Swift Publishing. Available via Amazon
on Kindle at £6.64 or paperback at £11 .99.
Reviewed by Jane Williams

FLOW≈

By Nigel Shaw
‘FLOW≈’ is an album of graceful and
spacious music, perfect for giving and
receiving healing. Melodious, layered
sounds are created with the help of deeply
resonant wooden flutes which were
handcrafted by Nigel. This album celebrates the
sacred flow of water in all our lives. In so doing, it
honours the flow of emotions and energies that
healers recognise and work with in the human energy
field. ‘FLOW≈’ has been conceived as both a companion
to Nigel’s popular classic ‘THE RIVER’ and as a
freshly envisioned experience of sacred waters.
While it was born from the Dartmoor landscape, it
honours all the flowing waters of our planet.
A continuous piece of music that lasts for one hour,
it’s available from Nigel’s own online store, Seventh
Wave Music, as a download for £1 0, or cd for £1 3.00.
Reviewed by Spiritus
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Breathe
and send love
“We had arranged a time, so
it was clear to see that the
crisis stopped then and there.
It was as if he suddenly felt
tired, but in a good sense,
because he stopped hurting
himself and calmed down, sat
down and fell asleep serenely.”

This is how Maria describes her
autistic son’s reaction to distant
healing during a serious crisis.

Distant healing can be a powerful force for good,
writes Healing Trust tutor Bettina Myers

be with us. We may send prayers,
chants or wishes to help them.
These forms of distant healing
work largely because we believe
we can send others our love,
blessings and intentions by
connecting with them through the
power of universal love energy
(also called God or Chi by some).

We may send distant healing to a
person who is unwell, or to a person
who is dying or has just died. It
Distant healing takes place when can be particularly helpful for people
healing energy is sent to a patient with psychological problems. We
or a situation when not physically can send healing to animals, plants,
present and has a healing effect an area, a situation or the world.
on the recipient. It is built on the
understanding that it is not
necessary to be in close physical Distant healing can be sent by
proximity to send healing energies. one individual or by a group of
people. Healing centres tend to
We all send a form of distant
have a list of people for whom
healing when we think lovingly distant healing is to be sent either
of those who are having problems, at their own request or that of their
but are far away and unable to families or friends.

How it is done
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Many healers send healing
individually either to people on a
healing list or to individual patients.
Some healers opt to send healing
to whoever needs it, whether or
not they have made a request, on
the principle that the healing will
always go where it is needed.
Others only send healing when
asked. The advantage of sending
healing to patients who have made
a request is that they will be prepared
and receptive to receiving healing
and feedback can be quite
spontaneous, particularly if a time
has been fixed for the healing
session, and it is often as effective
as hands-on healing.

Scientific support

In quantum physics, a phenomenon
known as non-locality has shown
that what is experienced by one
particle is instantaneously known
and reacted to by a twin particle

in another location. Experiments Maria was very stressed and
performed on live cells from a single confused during a house move:
person that are separated by many
“I didn’t feel the effect
miles have proven that whatever
immediately, as I was physically
is experienced by a cell in one
and mentally exhausted, but
location has an immediate effect
I felt a great improvement over
on the other cells. Space or the
the days and began to think
distance between objects only
more clearly.”
appears to be separate.

Beyond space and time

Cilla, in France, was feeling stuck
and totally beleaguered:
“I felt blocked energetically…,
almost to the point of feeling in
a mental cage with communication
blocked on all fronts. Since you
started sending healing I feel my
life is moving in positive ways
again on physical, emotional,
practical and spiritual levels.”

Four thousand miles away In Brazil,
Beatriz felt the immediate physical Much of our life is spent feeling
Distant healing can be sent from impact of her first healing session separate from other human beings
and the world – limited by space
anywhere to anywhere, at any after an operation:
and time. Distant healing allows
time. I have sent distant healing
“I suddenly had to move my
us to connect with and assist others
from Portugal, where I live, to
bowels three times and burped
anywhere in the world at any time.
people as far afield as Portugal,
each time I came back from
We no longer focus our compassion
Brazil, England and France.
the toilet. Then I felt at peace
on family, friends or those in our
They have had this to say about
and went to sleep for half an
immediate environment. We expand
their experience.
hour. I went into a foetal
our awareness to include everyone
position and felt very light
and everything.
Glória was laid low with colic in
and relaxed.”
Portugal:
Distant healing belies the illusion
of separation and instantly makes
In
England,
Jonathan
had
been
“I was at home in bed with
the connection with the ‘other’. It
feeling
tired
at
the
end
of
the
colic pains and then
seems intangible, but its effects
afternoon:
afterwards I felt very well. I
can be felt very tangibly by those
had an agreeable sensation
who receive it, as the comments
in my body and felt serene
“I felt as though my energy
above clearly illustrate. It
and peaceful. When I went
levels were regenerated and
strengthens our love, union and
out people looked at me and
was able to finish my work
empathy with the world around us,
asked what had happened to
load without falling asleep.”
and our connection with human
me because I was so well.”
kind and the planet.

“Our task must be to free ourselves from this prison by widening our circle of compassion
to embrace all living creatures and the whole of nature in its beauty” – Einstein
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Animal healing
round-up
Last autumn five leading animal
healers, all members of The Healing
Trust, kindly arranged CPD workshops
across the UK and Ireland. Here, their
students share feedback.

Elizabeth Whiter is author of
'The Animal Healer' and coauthor of 'You Can Heal Your
Pet', both published by Hay
House. She is the founder of
Britain’s first animal healing
school offering one-year
diplomas and was awarded
‘Best Animal Healer’ in the Soul
and Spirit Awards 2017.
Elizabeth ran ‘An Introduction
to Animal Healing’ in West
Sussex. She writes: “It was a
packed day with many animal
clients coming to visit us,
including rescue dogs and later
in the afternoon working with
Betty my 29-year-old mare. The
students were terrific at giving
healing and I feel very proud
to be a part of this special day."
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What Elizabeth's students said: before doing an animal healing,

also good to carry out the group
dog healing. I gained in confidence
as the day went on, so really trusted
Elizabeth before going into the
horse’s stable which was perfect.
Thank you for a lovely day.” Debbie
“Many thanks for a beautiful day,
highly informative and wonderfully
supported. Great to practise in an
environment where you gain
confidence in what you are doing.
Group size was good as there was
time to chat, share experiences
and ask questions.” Zoe
“Elizabeth is amazing with teaching
the healing and with the animals.
“A truly wonderful day, really well- It was a wonderful day and one I
paced. Enjoyed doing the human will always remember;. fantastic
healing and receiving feedback experience.” Maria
“Beautiful and profound experience!
Amazing to watch how animals
are affected by the energy of love
and light. I learnt a lot and I will
definitely be using the knowledge
that I gained today in my healing
work.” Kasia
“I found today was just what I
needed. I feel like I have gained
some new insights, knowledge and
tools for healing my animals.” Sam
“A brilliant introduction to animal
healing, I am now considering a
new career.” Julie

Be your own
Dr Dolittle

Animal healing by Lyn...

“I wanted to do the healing workshop
as one of our dogs was terminally
“Animal communication is not ill and I wanted to learn how to
something that you develop
support her on this journey. Lyn,
through mental exercises; it is with her warmth, humour and
an opening up to love and our manner, gave the time,
empathy and unity as spiritual encouragement and space to learn
beings,” says Lyn Furlong, who the detailed elements of the course.
is a Healing Trust tutor and
When we went to an animal shelter
mentor as well as a member of to practise the skills Lyn had taught
the International Association of us, Lyn explained clearly as she
Animal Communicators. Here demonstrated and then stayed with
are some student comments
us as we practised with the animals,
from two recent CPD workshops encouraging us to believe in our
near Dublin, on healing and
ability. The healing workshop
animal communication.
although aimed for animals,
supported my own healing too and
reaffirmed for me that energy is a
tool that the modern and fast-paced
world needs more than ever.”

showed us how to see the aura
from the animals and to see if there
was a break in their aura. This
really helped me when I was giving
energy healing. I am a British Horse
Society Professional Accredited
Coach and I find both the animal
communication and the animal
healing a huge help when I'm
teaching.” Jackie Buckley

...and Animal Communication

“I was totally nervous about doing
this workshop and was very unsure
if I would have any ability. But Lyn's
way of delivering the information
and pacing the workshop in different
achievable steps allowed me to
learn and develop my
communication ability. However,
the biggest change was in my own
view of myself that I was able to
Ann Carroll
do it. I would advise anyone with
“The course was amazing. Lyn
an interest in learning to be their
gave us a deep insight into animals’ own Dr Doolittle to do this workshop.”
feelings and their energy. She
Ann Caroll

Wealth of knowledge and kindness

Lisa Benn is a Healing Trust mentor and runs animal healing workshops across the south of
England. She holds a Masters degree from Southampton University in Companion Animal Behaviour
Counselling. Today, she specialises in problem behaviours. Lisa ran a couple of CPD workshops
for The Healing Trust in Wiltshire entitled ‘Healing Pets for Physical & Emotional Health’.
Three of Lisa’s students give their feedback.
“Having little experience of animal Best of all was having the chance
healing, I wasn't quite sure what to put it into practice. I was amazed
to expect. Lisa Benn has a natural how quickly the dogs responded
gift of sharing healing techniques and relaxed in a matter of minutes!
and illustrating them with her wealth Thank you Lisa for a wonderful
of animal healing experiences.
day.” Julie Hayden
(continues on next page)
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Lisa's students loved their day
“I have been on two of Lisa's animal
healing courses now and can not
fault them on their content or on
Lisa's wealth of knowledge on the
subject of both animal healing and
animal behaviour. Her professional
and friendly approach made me
feel welcome and provided for an
excellent environment for learning.
The practice of animal healing
covered in the afternoon on my
last course with Lisa was an amazing
experience, as although I am a full
healer member of The Healing
Trust and have been animal healing
for some years now, it was the

realisation that healing can occur
not just at a physical level that
really blew me away. Thank you
Lisa for your wonderful courses.
More please!” Sarah Blackburne

Lucy Lofting is The Healing Trust’s
Champion for Animals. She
previously ran a Healing Trust
centre focusing on cancer care
in people. Nowadays she
specialises in animal healing,
seeing around 300 dogs a year
at the West London Dogs Trust.
At her recent workshop in
Middlesex, entitled ‘Healing Canine
Emotions’, there was a student
healer, Kim Herbert, who is unable
to hear. This is her account.
My hearing was damaged some
years ago and now I am deaf.
When I saw the animal courses
advertised in Spiritus I so wanted
to attend but how was I going to,
with no hearing and as part of a
group? In order to fully participate
like everyone else, I would need
to ‘hear’ and so I hired a ‘Speech

to Text Reporter’ (often they are
court stenographers and/or type
subtitles on the TV). I knew about
STTR because my employer (local
authority) occasionally hires one
for me during a meeting. It doesn't
come cheap but I was determined
I would do this and be on the course.
Lucy readily accepted me and was
happy to accommodate my STTR
lady. I know it was meant to be as
Lucy was the best teacher for me
and I was able to join in and be
‘normal’ for a day. And look at what
I learnt. I now have the confidence
and knowledge to give healing to
more animals - after all, the animals
don't care that I can't hear. We have
an understanding beyond hearing.
As Lucy said, hopefully my story
will show others that you can be
who you are meant to be, even

“Thank you for a wonderful day
Lisa, you really delivered a wonderful
course where your passion and
love for animals shone through.
What really came forward too was
your very beautiful, understanding
way with people as well as the
animals, a unique combination.
I really do hope our paths cross
again.” Michele Burton

"We have an understanding beyond hearing"
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with a disability – perhaps even
better because of it. Admittedly, it
is far from easy, but once you find
your right path the right people
seem to appear to help you. They
did for me and I am so grateful.
I attach photos that were taken on
the day. You can see my STTR
lady, Jean, typing on her little
machine and I would read from her
tablet, verbatim.

Believe in yourself

Animal healing round-up

• Do not doubt and do whatever
you can
• Look for your niche
• Do your best
Margrit also covered important
general practical elements, such as:
• Animals are physical, mental,
emotional and spiritual beings
and any imbalance can lead
to disease
• Healing is not a substitute for
veterinary advice. Call a vet first,
and support with healing
• Do not diagnose or form
opinions, just observe
Margrit Coates pioneered animal • Healing is not curing, all physical
healing in the 1990s, and has
life has a time-span
shone a spotlight on the subject • There are no guarantees, just
ever since. She has written seven
promise to do your best
books, including ‘Communicating
with Animals’, 'Healing for Horses’ Margrit also covered the chakra
and ‘Angel Pets’.
system of animals and how to
Margot Hopwood attended Margrit approach and tune in to animals.
have eight major chakras
Coates’ ‘Using Healing with Animals’ Animals
where
we
have seven. The eighth
workshop in Surrey. Here she
is
the
Brachial
Chakra situated
shares the messages of the day. deep within the chest,
but accessible
I feel privileged to have attended at each shoulder. This can act as
Margrit’s workshop. Her stated aim a master chakra through which the
others can be reached. Her key
was “to give information and
message here was to practise
inspiration” based on her long
experience of healing with animals, meditation, tune in to your heart,
work from the heart and send out
which covers over 30,000
consultations. Margrit explained: love. These and other topics are
• Everyone can make a difference covered in detail in her book ‘Hands
• Believe in yourself and get out on Healing for Pets’. Margrit then
there, the universe will support described scientific theories which
are linked to and support healing,
your positive efforts

including my favourite, “Everything
is energy”.
Margrit told us stories of animals
she has helped, and showed us
extraordinary film footage of an
Orangutan called “Momo”, to whom
she gave healing through Skype.
We could all see the very moment
when he felt the healing energy
come through, by the softening of
his eyes and face, and peaceful
expression.
There were seven dogs of all types
and sizes at the workshop. Margrit
demonstrated for us on two of the
dogs. We then worked on them in
groups.
Then we practised distant healing
on one another’s pets, using
photographs of them. We finished
with a whole group meditation led
by Margrit, which culminated in
intuitively listening for a
word. What came to me
was “ECHO” which I take
to mean listen to animals
and spread the word.
All in all it was a fullon, inspiring and
informative day,
shared with
lovely dogs
and people.
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Broadcasting the news
that healing works

S

As a result of her voluntary healing
work at an outpatients’clinic, Sandy
Edwards instigated a major clinical
research study, led by the
University of Birmingham. Two
hundred NHS patients with longstanding illnesses
were each given five healing sessions by members
of The Healing Trust. The research papers
revealed excellent results and were officially
published in medical journals. Sandy has been
working on broadcasting the news. Here’s her
update – and a request that we all help.

ue Knight at the
Confederation of Healing
Organisations had recently
been interviewed for a documentary
about healing, and she kindly put
the filmmaker, Dena Barnett, in
touch with me. Dena brought a film
crew to the hospital to interview
Dr Sukhdev Singh (the consultant
physician behind the research trial)
and me. One of my long-time friends
also agreed to be filmed relating
her healing story. The afternoon
was full of fun and the producer
John Luton seemed genuinely
impressed with the shoot. He even
bought my book the next day.
Years before, BBC Midlands Today
had covered the story of our Lottery
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I have written an easy-read book
about it. To reach more members
of the public, it would help if you
would please ask your library to
stock a copy.

Would you also please spread the
news of this exciting research via
research grant of £205,000. Once your social media and internet
again, I arranged for them to visit contacts? If you have other
the hospital and film Dr Singh, a promotional ideas or contacts, I
shall be keen to hear from you.
patient and me. As before, the
article was very positive, and was
aired during prime-time viewing. It has taken almost ten years to
achieve these research results and
Shortly afterwards, The Heart of we need to maximise their potential.
England Foundation Trust printed They offer us a unique opportunity
an article about the success of the to let the world know that The
Healing Trust exists and that healing
healing trial in their monthly
works. Now it’s down to every one
magazine.
of us to help make that happen.
My mission is to get the research
findings out to the public, the medical ‘Healing in a Hospital: Scientific
profession, the Government and Evidence that Spiritual Healing
the NHS. The scientific and medical Improves Health’ by Sandy
communities are catered for by the Edwards is available from
two research papers. But hardly Amazon. You can contact Sandy
anyone reads research papers, so at sandedwards@gmail.com
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What made you decide to be
a healer?

And now it gets really interesting.
You may have heard of the ‘dark
night of the soul’. Do you have a
Few people reading this will have shadow side that would benefit
taken the decision to join The
from illumination? Has your healing
Healing Trust and become a
journey enabled or will it enable
recognised spiritual healer lightly. you to confront your inner demons?
This article is about a universal If so, you will emerge from the
process, something which is
process wiser and infinitely more
common to all cultures and all of resourceful. Indeed you will be
humanity: the hero’s journey.
developing a new self.
If life called you to be a healer, how
did you react? Did you embrace it
with enthusiasm or at first politely
decline? Did you ever feel, having
‘heard the call’, that you had crossed
some kind of threshold, and that
life would not be the same again?

Awakening life force

American mythologist and writer
Joseph Campbell (1 904-1 987)
studied mythology across the globe
and then developed the concept
of the hero’s journey. Every living
person has the potential to take
the hero’s journey consciously.
One need not subscribe to the
world of spirit or even be aware of
Campbell and his work to realise
that every time life brings us a
serious challenge, or ‘call’, it offers
us the opportunity for transformation,
or stagnation, or quiet desperation.
Campbell was heavily influenced
by Carl Gustav Jung. And Jung
himself suggested travelling from
the base to the crown chakra was
in itself a hero’s journey. The flow
of kundalini (life-force energy which
activates the chakras), and its
effects can be described in
these terms:

second chakra is comparable to a
journey to the underworld or the
depths of the sea, taken when we
no longer find the conventional
world palatable. When the kundalini
stimulates the third chakra we arise
from the sea to be initiated into the
light and heat of passions.
Emergence from the third chakra
is facilitated by thought. Arrival at
the fourth chakra is the beginning
of our individuation – our
development into a unique self.
Here we learn objective love
and empathy.
The fifth chakra is the realm of
abstraction and psychic reality. We
start making sense of synchronicity
and dream symbolism. Dwelling
in the sixth chakra enables us to
experience unity with God.
Jung believed that full unity
consciousness of the sixth and
seventh chakras is beyond
mortal comprehension.
One of the great gifts of the hero’s
journey is that it is a unifying concept
– it belongs to the whole of humanity.
Individuals and nations may have
differences but we have the ‘cultural
universal’ of the hero’s journey.

Sharing our gifts

If you can relate to the idea that
The first chakra represents an
you are on your own hero’s journey
awake ego and a sleeping true self though life, you may also have
– a world not yet manifested. The found that at least some of your
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clients have turned a deaf ear to
‘the call’. As a psychotherapist I
have worked with hundreds of
clients. Almost without exception,
the condition that presents itself
to them, whether mental or physical,
has been triggered by a traumatic
or serious life event. Few would
initially regard these events as ‘the
call’. Yet, through a personal path
of healing and self-development,
all have the option to become more
aware of the hero’s process in their
own lives.
I recall some years ago a
psychotherapist specialising in
cancer, Dr Lawrence LeShan,
wrote about the mind-set of
cancer patients after diagnosis.
He identified three types of
patient response. Some gave
up and asked doctors to offset
their pain. Others wanted to
return to the life they had had
before contracting the disease.
And yet others regarded cancer
as a wake-up call, and it became
a transformative presence in
their lives.
Part of the reason I am now
undertaking Healing Trust
training after practising other
kinds of healing for decades is
because of one of my heroes,
Harry Edwards. Harry admitted
in one of his books that three
things motivated him as a healer,
and these were: the perception

that we are spiritual beings
having a human experience,
the awareness that spiritual
healing is God’s gift to humanity,
and a compassionate desire to
heal people.
The hero’s journey never ends.
We have many calls in our lifetime.
We may spend a long time or a
short time deciding what to do
about them. We may pursue these
calls with passion and enthusiasm,
we may reject them, or we may
just persist with an internal dialogue
that hampers our forward progress.
We may despair about the lack of
supporters and guides to help us
along our path, or we may seek
them out, or through our intentions
attract them to us. Our shadow
may overwhelm us, but we may
see it as an opportunity for
transformation and go for it. The
trials of the ‘dark night of the soul’
have the potential for all of us to
create a new self. And this gift of
our new self will affect our family,
our friends and our clients.
And it will contribute to changing
the world.

Jack Stewart is an experienced
psychotherapist who joined
The Healing Trust as a student
member last year. He is writing
a book, ‘Only An Angel Will
Do’, which will be published
later this year.
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I thought of writing something new for Spiritus and found
myself realising that actually I would prefer to include here an
extract from my fourth book, 'Compassion'. The reason?
I have absolutely no doubt that while using hands for healing
can obviously be a necessary and helpful thing, simply being
in the presence of a highly compassionate person can enable
one to be ‘healed’ without touch.

Cultivating compassion
By Caroline Latham

S

omebody once said to me,
well before the advent of
recycling, “When you start
developing compassion, you end
up caring about where you put
your rubbish.”
As we develop more awareness
we become increasingly concerned
about what is going on around us.
When we throw litter on the ground
or forget to take our recyclable bag
to the supermarket, we might even
develop guilt about the harm we
are causing. How wonderful! It's
not wonderful to hang on to the
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guilt, but to feel remorse and to
make another choice to act with
awareness and consideration and
compassion is splendid.

Having him to dinner is a novel
experience. The meal is kept as
simple as possible: instead of
buying the best paper napkins and
putting out side plates and water
and wine glasses, we eat from a
single plate and use a single glass.
After all, why use several plates
that will require more effort to wash
them up and more water to clean
them? Compassion is simple and
common sense in application, even
if it does challenge the mores we
have been brought up with.

I have one friend who is quite
revolutionary in his approach to
compassion. It is deeply affecting.
He challenges the accepted
manners and modes of behaviour
with which we were brought up.
For example, when in a restaurant,
he piles up the plates and helps
the waiter or waitress. Instead of
treating them almost as paid
servants, he is the humble one. If he goes to the beach with us, he

disappears to pick up every bit of It's because all he does, lives and
rubbish in sight. His actions are breathes is imbued with
extremely disturbing to the ego. compassionate awareness. It's
catching. Not quickly enough, and
But his favourite practice is to buy resistance is strong, but it is catching.
lobsters and crabs and return them Since he travels worldwide, he has
to the ocean, and all his friends a global effect. He treats everyone
are doing the same now. Cutting as if they are his brother or sister,
off the string that binds their claws knowing full well that we all have
and letting them move about is one
of the greatest joys one can
experience. Children love it.
In any way he can be, at any
given moment, he is of
service to others. He often
ends up cooking me
supper in my own home
when he is the honoured
guest. I have to watch out
because afterwards he will
even start sweeping the
kitchen floor!
He somehow makes the simplest
fare the most tasty you have ever
eaten. I still remember the rice and
dhal he cooked five years ago in
Sydney but can't remember any
of the expensive meals I've eaten
in restaurants since then.
Why is that?

the same nature and are all
struggling in our often lamentable
pits of ego.
He treats animals with the same

respect as humans. I once found
him getting out chairs to put over
an ant trail so people wouldn't
inadvertently squash them
underfoot. I watched a video of a
90-year-old turtle he returned to
the ocean seeming to do a 'thankyou' dance before disappearing
off for good. He also showed me
one of a lorry-load of live fish being
tipped back into the ocean.
Truly, if we really look at things,
we are all living on one small
planet and so far it is our
only home. Our home is
damaged and in need of
careful handling. It is
selfish and dishonest and
often lazy not to handle
it carefully. I know this
from personal experience.
When I do bother I feel so
much better. When each of
us bothers, we develop increasing
self-worth and confidence and we
lose our fear of others. Truly, we
all benefit.
Caroline Latham is an author, intuitive
therapist and healer. You can find her
at carolinelatham.co.uk

“I believe that at every level of society – familial, tribal, national and international – the key to a happier and
more successful world is the growth of compassion. We do not need to become religious, nor do we need
to believe in an ideology. All that is necessary is for each of us to develop our good human qualities.
I try to treat whoever I meet as an old friend. This gives me a genuine feeling of happiness.
It is the practice of compassion.”
The Dalai Lama
photo credit: pixaby
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Sharing New Zealand’s light
Jan and Bob Arnold run NFSH (NZ) Inc. in
New Zealand. Situated at the foot of the
beautiful, wild Coromandel Pensinula, it
was the first affiliated NFSH organisation to
be started outside the UK. Here, they write
about their experiences.

We work largely from our own
home, which is in the bush. Our
house is built on quartz, which
makes up much of this region. So
the natural energies here are special
and influence all the spiritual healing
work that we do.
We have been living in New Zealand
since 1 995, having attained our
qualifications for tutoring with the
NFSH UK (now called The Healing
Trust). Jan grew up in Vancouver,
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Canada; Bob is from London, UK.
We are both now citizens of New
Zealand. We originally met in a
meditation centre in Auckland in
1 991 , got married, and have been
together ever since.
Back in 1 995, finding that there
was no official training for spiritual
healing in New Zealand, we formed
the NFSH (NZ) Inc. Registered
Charity. We have been involved in
the running of this ever since.

Photos of: Cathedral Cove on the Coromandel & Sign from nearby Rapaura Water Gardens
courtesy Suzanne Askham

We hold an open healing morning
every first Saturday of the month
in a community hall in Thames,
our nearest town. For this event,
we call what we offer ‘Natural
Healing’ to distinguish it from
religious organisations in this area.
Part of our role is to raise awareness
of the benefits of healing, and we
feel we are succeeding in this.
One lady who came recently
was sceptical when she arrived,
but she liked it so much, she
returned the next month with
her whole family!
Due to the small population in New
Zealand, the growth of the NFSH
(NZ) Inc. has been slow, but is
gaining steadily in recognition. We
have been running the NFSH UK
Healer Training Course on a regular
basis since 1 995 and are still in
the process of doing this.
Jan created a Powerpoint display
(two years in the creation, with
over 1 00 slides for each part of the
course) and this has proven highly
effective. Jan gives the lectures
and Bob supervises the experiential
elements of the course.

We get lots of favourable feedback
from our students, who take their
skills back to their own communities
across the whole of New Zealand.
It gives us great pleasure to know
that the spiritual light from this work
is spreading throughout our part
of the world.
In New Zealand we have an umbrella
organisation for all natural therapies,
called Natural Health Practitioners
of New Zealand (NHPNZ). For ten
years we were on its Registration
Board, although we have now
retired from that. (We are getting
older! Bob celebrates his 80th
birthday this month, February ’1 8,
and Jan has just turned 72.)
The NHPNZ is the vehicle through
which students and full healer
members of the NFSH (NZ) Inc.
can get public liability and full
comprehensive insurance and it’s
an influential voice in New Zealand
for all natural therapies. The NFSH
(NZ) Inc. is an affiliate member of
that organisation as well as an
affiliate of The Healing Trust.
In the near future we would like to

encourage younger members of
the NFSH (NZ) Inc. to take on more
of the running of our charity, to help
carry it forward and reach more
people. We welcome new students
and healer members who are
interested in taking an active role.
At our meetings we make a candle
dedication, as many healers do.
Our prayer each time is that the
spiritual energy of the NFSH in
New Zealand may join the spiritual
energy of The Healing Trust in the
UK. We visualise a beautiful white
light spreading outwards from New
Zealand across the whole of the
Southern Hemisphere. We visualise
a similar white light spreading from
the UK across the whole of the
Northern Hemisphere. And we
visualise that the light from North
and South melds together, creating
a world of spiritual light which brings
peace, and love, and radiant health.
We invite you to join us in that
visualisation.
You can contact Jan and Bob at
bob.jan@xtra.co.nz, ring them on
+64 7868 5204 or visit nfsh.org.nz

Jan and Bob teach The Healing Trust’s full training programme
in New Zealand. This is what their students say:
“Very well structured and thorough course, Excellent."
“Very good delivery of the course and very enjoyable.”
“You (Jan & Bob) are very, very beautiful people and souls, much love.”
“Fantastic – for all levels. Bob and Jan were great in every aspect of the four courses.”
“I uncovered and discovered power within myself. The course was very well presented.”
“This course has affirmed my spiritual progress and challenged the changes I have needed to do for myself.”
Spiritus
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My first visit to a healer

Isabella Clarence visited a healer called Nansi in the 1980s, seeking help for a debilitating case of
Multiple Sclerosis (MS). In this exclusive edited extract from her book, ‘Different? You Have
Always Been Different’, she describes the meeting that was to change her life.

I

t was during an evening shift at the
Samaritans that I explained to one
of the other volunteers how I was
feeling. She hesitated for a few moments
and then said to me that she might
know of someone, a healer, who could
help me. I told her that I had no idea
what that meant but I would love to
find out. I remember feeling excited
inside, but also nervous and frightened.

there telling me I was going to heal
other people. I couldn't even heal
myself, so how the heck was I going
to heal other people? But somewhere
deep down inside me, I knew that what
she was saying was right.

Then she explained to me that she
would help me get better, but she was
also going to teach me how to heal
myself. It was not going to be an easy
It took me a few days to pluck up the ride. She made an appointment for
courage to go to the lady’s house.
me, for our work together to begin.
She invited me in, and asked me what
was wrong. Well, the flood gates
I was a bit apprehensive when I went
opened. All the negative thoughts I along for my first appointment with
was having, all the hurts that I felt
Nansi because I had no idea what
came flooding out. I remember finishing was going to happen, what she would
off by saying I was dying.
do, or how I was supposed to react.
But this was all part of the learning
She laughed at me.
process. When someone comes to
see me now as a patient for the first
“No, you’re not going to die. You’re time, I know exactly how they are
going to spend the rest of your life
feeling because I've been there.
healing other people and you’re going Nansi explained to me that my healing
to be fine.ˮ
was not going to be a quick cure.
There were three very important
I honestly thought she was crackers. words that I was to learn by heart
I couldn't see properly, I was having and never forget. And 30 years on
difficulty walking and she was sitting I still use them.
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Patience, perseverance and persistence. I call
them the three ‘P’s. I was going to have to be
patient. I wasn't going to heal overnight. She
explained it had taken years for me to become
so unbalanced and it was going to take a while
for me to correct this and heal. I would need
to persevere. I must never think about giving
up no matter how ill I felt. I must be persistent
and constantly practice all that she was going
to teach me. Nansi then explained to me that
the universal energy that I called God was
connected to everything and to all of us.
Nansi then explained that every living thing
has an energy field or aura, even this beautiful
planet we live on. Plants, animals, flowers
and, from inside the Earth itself, crystals all
have an energy field. This energy/aura is all
around the human body and also inside us
sitting beautifully in our chakra centres. It's
actually the real us. I often explain to people
that our bodies are just our spacesuit. If we
lived on another planet our spacesuit would
look completely different. The real us is our
beautiful aura which can travel anywhere and
often does.
Nansi then said that when we become ill, it's
because we have knocked the balance out in
our energy/aura and that in turn affects the
human body. I had caused my MS myself
because my aura was so out of balance.

I began to understand that my healing was going
to be a journey. I needed to learn and understand
each step as we went along. All the time Nansi
was talking, she was also working in my energy
field with her hands. As I lay on her healing bed
she told me to imagine the top of my head as a
lotus flower and as she was drawing down energy
from the Universe the lotus petals would open
to allow the healing energy to flow into me, in
through the top of my head and then down
through my body and through my chakra centres.
She also explained to me all about the chakra
centres in the human body, how each one was
an energy wheel, and because I was so out of
balance with myself, most of these unseen
energy centres were almost closed down.
Along with me imagining the lotus flower, I learned
to breathe in through my nose deeply and then
out through an open mouth, slowly. As my mind
saw the petals opening on top of my head, I
would breathe in the energy through the top of
my head and slowly down through each part of
me. I was to visualise or imagine it passing
through me, through each energy centre in turn
and also down my arms and legs as I was breathing.
This sounds easy, but it took me about three
months before I was able to do this with ease.
But once I had mastered the technique I would
be buzzing all over with healing energy after
each healing session.
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Region 1

Kent, Surrey, Sussex

Report by Robert Oulton
When you read this, 201 8 will be
well under way, as well as, we hope,
the plans Region 1 has for building
on some of our 201 7 initiatives.
Our AGM is scheduled for 24th
March and this year will be held
in Horsham. Like last year, it will
take the form of a full day ‘Annual
Gathering’ with speakers and a
workshop, as well as a time for
our members to share their ideas
and concerns with each other and
the R1 committee. We hope many
members will be able to come. Full
details will shortly be circulated.
We are also very pleased that
Matthew Manning has agreed to
come to Kent to lead a workshop
and conduct healing circles. This
event will be held in Faversham
in Kent on 26th and 27th May and
full details for booking will soon be
available. At this event, we hope
to include information and a
presentation by R1 members about
healer training and development.
Our committee is very mindful of
the difficulty with support and
mentoring as well as the isolation
some students encounter on their
journey through training, so we
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are hoping to work on making the by a sound healing, a seasonal
training pathway from an ‘expression meditation and a buffet lunch, as
of interest’ through to Panel a much well as a tiny gift from Santa.
more ‘joined-up’ experience.
Region 2
It’s great that more members are Berks, Hants, Dorset, Wilts,
The Channel Isles, I.O.W.
keeping in touch through The
by Patricia Harper Davis
Healing Trust Region One Members Report
(Chair)
Facebook page, but still quite a
few of our membership do not
us at
seem to have an email address Visit
www.healingtrustregion2.
(60 people). These days, we neither wordpress.com and Facebook:
have the funds or the hands to
communicate routinely by post, Healing Trust Region 2
but I will be sending a one-off postal Our AGM will take place on 24th
news letter to members not on
at Wickham Community
email with details of coming events March
Centre
from 1 -5 pm. This is near
soon. Please, if you have an email Southampton,
Hampshire, an
address let us know, or maybe
easier
venue
for
in Dorset,
someone you know wouldn’t mind Isle of Wight and those
Channel
Isles.
receiving our messages and print
them off for you.
Healing Centres and Groups
Looking ahead to October, we
hope to book American psychologist
Linda Backman who specialises
in ‘past-life and in-between life
work’, for an event while she is
visiting the UK - we think this may
be of considerable interest both
to our membership and others.

Fleet: from 31 st January, Fleet
Afternoon Healing Group moves
to Willis Hall, next to Crookham
Memorial Hall. On Wednesdays
at 8 pm we’re at the Creche, Ancells
Farm Community Centre. Our AGM
takes place on1 3th March, 8 pm
at the Creche, Ancells Farm
Community Centre. Contact: Maggie
Finally, thanks to Region 1 members (Gifford)
who joined Linda, Noreen and me margaret09@btinternet.com
for our pre-Christmas quiet morning
at The Sanctuary in Ewell, where Wickham (& Badger Farm
we were soothed and nourished Winchester Support Group):

public clinic every 2nd & 4th
Thursday 2 - 3.30pm at Wickham
Community Centre, Mill Lane,
Wickham SP1 7 5AL. Upcoming
talks: 27th January: Amanda Blay
on Vibrational Medicine.24th
February: Janey Campbell on
Mediumship. 24th March: Michelle
and Davey Swann on the Practice
of Dowsing. Contact
www.wickhamhealingcentre.weebly.
com, or leader Tom Whyte on
023 802 6611 5.

Binfield: Tuesday afternoons. We

are doing well, with new patients,
regulars and new students. Now
with an active Distant Healing
Group. We had a very warming
and enthusiastic visit from R2 Chair,
Tricia Davis, who instantly became
one of the team and got stuck in
enlightening both students and
healers alike. We also have a new
centre on Fridays at Henley-OnThames (Region 5), led by Ali
Bonner is also part of the Binfield
team. Contact: Steve Shiner, leader
& Regional Deputy Chair.
07778 709364;

Wokingham: In October, we

became an independent group.
We adopted an appointment system
for Tuesday evenings. We are a
small dedicated group of healers
– Phil, Cinthia, Kathryn and myself
– we gladly welcome further help.
Contact: Eileen Shoosmith, Chair
at esmecfs@yahoo.co.uk

Shaftesbury: We meet on
Thursdays from 4.30 – 7 pm at The
Friends Meeting House, SP7 8BB.
We have eight Healers, and welcome
more. We also send out Healing
for animals. We ask for a photo of
the pet or animal if possible. Contact:
Roger Rumble, leader, at
hr.scoobie@talktalk.net

Events

A date for your diaries: on Saturday
1 4 April 201 8 we will be holding
our Annual Gathering and Regional
AGM at New Oriel Centre, Larkhall,
Bath. The renowned and much
loved ‘The Bards of Avalon’ will
be with us for the day offering an
opportunity to experience and
with the healing energies of
Salisbury: Healing Trust Group work
tuning
forks, pyramids and more
meets on 4th Friday each month, in the morning,
followed by one
2.30 – 4.30 pm at Neal’s Yard
of
their
wonderful
sound
Remedies, Market place, Salisbury. baths and more in healing
the
afternoon.
SP1 1 TL. Subjects include
Prepare to get involved! Full details
meditation, healing, spiritual
will be circulated by e-mail in
discussions, and sharing
February 201 8.
experiences. Contact Jackie
Matthews on 01 722 336577.
Tickets are £1 5 (Early Bird) in
advance or £20 on the door;
Please note: postal newsletters obtainable from Mercedes Nunez
have been suspended due to costs. on 01 761 47051 6 or Rosemary
If you are not receiving email
Stibbon on 011 7 9669661 .
newsletters, please send me your Facebook
current email address. Contact:
Patricia Harper at
All events and articles of interest
patharper1 208@gmail.com. Thank are put on our Facebook page
you to those who sent sae/stamps. www.facebook.com/nfshregion4

Region 3

Training

We are looking at stronger and
more pro-active ways to encourage
Students to join and remain with
us. Further training dates will be
announced.
The Region has three Students en
Region 4
Bath, Bristol, Gloucestershire, route to their Panel early in 201 8
Somerset and North Somerset and another four working towards it.
The Training has not been too busy
Report by
and Region 4 Training Officer Dawn
Rosemary Stibbon (Chair)
Cornwall and Devon
No Report Submitted
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Redwood has continued with groups
of two or three. “I find the calibre
of Students to be very high at
present,” she reports.
The Student Groups continue at
six a year and next year's dates
were distributed in August. The
monthly Gathering for Personal
Development has proved to be a
valuable opportunity for the few
who come to share. The group is
for 'like-minded' folk who may, or
may not, call themselves 'healers'.
These take place on the first
Wednesday of the month.

Region 5

For further info please contact
Dawn on 0757 0400 363 or at
dawn.redwood04@gmail.com.
Dawn adds: “It seems as though
healing is manifesting itself in so
many ways and even though you
may not want 'to be a healer' there
is much we can and do offer.”

Region 7

Healing Groups

We had an informative, varied and
enlightening selection of speakers
and events last year; and we are
offering an equally interesting
programme of events in Region 7
throughout 201 8.

Bedfordshire,
Buckinghamshire,
Hertfordshire, Northampton,
Oxfordshire.

No Report Submitted

Region 6

Dyfed, Gwent,
Monmouthshire,
Powys, South Glamorgan,
Mid-Glamorgan, West
Glamorgan,

No Report Submitted

Cambs., Essex, Norfolk, Suffolk

Report by Heather Ward

Wishing you all a Happy and
Peaceful New Year, with many
joyful and Light-filled blessings
for 201 8!

The Bristol Healing Centre now
has a good number of healers
present each week.
A big ‘thank you’ to organiser
Barbara Sparks and to all the
Forthcoming Events
volunteers for ‘stepping up’ to make
3rd March
this happen.
The region has its usual stand at
Here’s looking forward to Spring The Forum MBS exhibition in
and to seeing as many of you as Norwich.
possible at The Gathering on 1 4 Please contact Diana Bylett (Region
7 Chair) if you would like to help
April in Bath.
out on the day. This is an excellent
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opportunity for students to work
with the general public, alongside
Healer Members.
Come along and join us for our up
coming workshops!

1 8th March

‘Sacred Chants and Mantras’ led
by Mary Benefield. No previous
experience is required, just a
willingness to experiment with the
clear and simple sounds of music,
or if you wish, just sit and listen
and let the beautiful chants wash
over you. This promises to be an
exciting day that will lift our hearts
and spirits! We are also hoping to
have a talk on ‘Health & Healing’
by Dr Margaret van Nieuwburg (to
be confirmed). All information of
upcoming events and booking
forms are to be found on our website.

27th May

Region 7’s AGM will be held in the
morning at our usual venue, Great
Barton Village Hall, Suffolk. IP31
2NR. We will have a shared ‘pot
luck lunch’ before an afternoon
session of Aromatherapy with
Pauline O’Brian. We all feel more
relaxed absorbing the beautiful
scents and healing vibrations of
Aromatherapy, so this will be a
great opportunity to treat ourselves
and benefit from some physical
and spiritual nourishment.
Dates to save - 23rd September
is a workshop day, and also 11 th
November will be the ‘201 8
Remembrance Day Meditation for

World Peace’ - back by popular
request!
Our last one in 201 7 saw a big
circle of like-minded people
gathered together to send out
Healing Love and Light. The
beautiful Meditation for World
Peace was led by Diana Bylett and
incorporated the two minutes
Remembrance silence. Connecting
with others with peace in our hearts
is always a profound experience.
Our Congratulations go to Simon
Joseph for recently passing his
Panel.
Details of forthcoming events will
be on The Healing Trust national
website and on Region 7’s website
at www.nfsh-region7.co.uk

Region 8

Herefordshire, Shropshire,
Staffordshire. Warwickshire,
West Midlands, Worcestershire

Report by Judith Pool (Chair)

The Regional AGM and Workshop
will take place on Saturday 1 2th
May at The Haling Dene Centre,
Penkridge, Stafford ST1 9 5DT.
Time: 1 0.30 for AGM at 11 .00am.
After a ‘bring your own’ lunch 1 2.301 .30 we will have a Workshop with
June Plumb on Numerology. If,
like me, you don’t know much about
it, this is how June explains it:

influencing a person at any
particular time in their life. The
numbers that will be important to
you are your date of birth, and the
numbers deriving from the letters
of the name that you were given
at birth, as shown on your birth
certificate. There are no numbers
that are ‘better’ to have than any
other number, as each number
brings with it positive and also
challenging vibrations.

costs £1 0pp. You will be welcomed
with hot and cold drinks, biscuits
and cake. Why not bring a friend?
Congratulations to: Jarmila Jackson
who passed her panel in November.

Blymhill Healer and Student Group
is a new group that has started
well, despite the winter weather.
The content/subjects of each
meeting are flexible based on
previous group discussion on items
“Your date of birth shows us the of interest, perhaps with a guest
path you have chosen to walk in speaker, to provide CPD
this lifetime. The name given at opportunities. There is always a
birth indicates how your personality healing practice session,
interacts with the life path influences. visualisations and Q/A opportunities.
It also informs us of the lessons
you have chosen to experience in The new website will have up-tothis life, how a change of name date information or please contact
can affect the energies and how myself, Gill Davies, or Helen
you can bring yourself back into Wilson (see committee list on
balance during times of stress.
following pages).
Your progress chart indicates the
type of energies coming from within Region 9
yourself, and the energies being Derbyshire, Leicestershire,
directed towards you from the
Lincolnshire, Nottinghamshire,
Universe for a particular year or Rutland, South/West
period of time. You will have a
Yorkshire
chance to work out some of your Report by Ian Yearwood (Chair)
own numbers during the workshop.
“Numerology does not aim to
predict events in a person’s life,
rather it provides an indication of
the type of energies prevailing at
a particular time.”

Workshops

Anne-Marie Loades – in Ripley,
Derbyshire, south in the Region –
hosted a Chakra Psychology
workshop last October and looks
to offer more workshops this year.

“Numerology looks at the energetic
vibration of numbers, and at the Sounds interesting? Then come Training
particular combination of numbers along and join us. The Workshop We continue to have a steady flow
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of new students in the Region and Our new Region 1 0 information
pack aims to help students through
are grateful for our tutors who
this process via information which
provide the training.
will include:
• Contact details for our Regional
Development Group
The Leeds Development group – trainer, student support officers,
north of the Region – had a Sound and other useful contacts.
and Mantra Meditation workshop • A list of current student mentors.
which was well attended and much (Our thanks to Central Office for
so promptly giving us an updated
appreciated. ‘Music for healing
and raising the feeling of wellbeing’, list of mentors for the Region).
• A list of current panel members.
a workshop guided by Frank
Fallows, was scheduled for January. • A list of the healing centres within
Other workshop dates for this year the Region that have an NFSH
presence.
are: 24th March, 1 9th May, 1 4th
• A ‘timeline’ for the process which
July, 22nd September, 24th
leads up to a panel.
November. Contact
sjvirr@gmail.com for more details.
This work has prompted both new
and renewed offers of help from
Region 1 0
our Region’s ‘task holders’ i.e.
Cheshire, Conwy,
members who are not committee
Denbighshire, Flintshire, Gtr members but help the Region to
Manchester, Gwynedd, Isle
function – panel members, student
ofAnglesey, Isle of Man,
and members who help
Lancashire, Mersey, Wrexham. mentors,
with
specific
tasks. (And our thanks
Report by Neil Grahame (Chair) to them for their
support).
Recent and planned work within So inclusivity can be a process –
Region 1 0 has been underpinned we seek to involve members, and
by a theme of inclusivity. And, when their contributions help to further
you think about it, some seemingly member involvement.
routine tasks are at least in part
aimed at including people....for Other work planned includes a
example, something as simple as brief survey of the Region’s
members aimed at gearing our
creating an information leaflet.
level of contact to their own desired
Outside formal training, it can be level of involvement with Regional
difficult for students to know exactly activities – whether high level or
how and when to take the necessary minimal.
steps towards full healership, and
And while we cannot expect rapid
who to contact along the way.
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progress on these projects because
at present we have no Regional
secretary, nor a full complement
of committee members, progress
is nevertheless still being made.

Healing and events

The Region’s centres provide
regular opportunities for healing,
with the Healing Sundays at Gorton
Monastery usually generating very
high demand for healing.
Preston Healing Centre: Tuesday
evenings 6.00pm, healing starts
6.30pm. (Please contact re
arrangements while building repair
works are in progress.)
Blackburn Healing Centre: Monday
evenings 7.00pm – 9.00pm.
Gorton Monastery, Manchester:
Healing Sundays the first Sunday
of every month, 11 .00am – 4.30pm.
Holywell Healing Sanctuary:
Wednesday evenings 7:30 – 9.00pm
Events to be confirmed: St Georges
Hall Liverpool October 201 8; Barton
Grange possibly Spring 201 9.

Region 11

Cleveland, Cumbria, Durham,
Humberside, Northumberland,
North Yorkshire, Tyne & Wear

Report by Gillian Johnston (Chair)

Change is in the air for Region 11 .
Sadly two of our long-standing
Healing Centres in Carlisle and
Washington closed before summer

recess. These two Centres have
served the Region for many years.
A huge thanks goes to Keith and
Stella Bell for their dedication for
over 30 years in Cumbria, also to
Stewart Richardson for serving
the Tyne and Wear area for over
20 years.
We are hoping to fill the gap left
by these closures with new Healing
Centres in different parts of our
Region. We are considering options
for Tyne and Wear and
Northumberland areas and I would
love to hear from any member(s)
who would like to set up a Centre
in East Yorkshire, where our
membership is growing. So, new
and exciting times ahead.
Region 11 has a Facebook page
facebook.com/healingtrust.region11
to help unite and inspire our Region
so give it a like and share your
stories, let others know of your
activities, workshops, or events
you would like to advertise. Tyne
and Wear area is also supporting
members with a Healing Share
group, Healing for Healers. The
aim is to encourage and support
our healers. This is a wonderful
opportunity for student healers to
gain healing practice and meet
other healers from the Region.
For further information contact
Gillian Johnston
g.johnston1 08@btinternet.com
alternatively visit Healing for Healers
Facebook page

and meet other healers and students
to socialise, chat and share
experiences, wisdom, food and
plentiful cups of tea. If you are in
a nearby Region please do come
Training/CPD, Region 11 Tutor and join us for the afternoon, it
Valerie Chiltonsmith is offering a would be lovely to see you!
50% discount for any student
member who would like to refresh This event is for us to share with
their skills and knowledge. Student each other our healing experiences,
mentors, who wish to be updated journeys, and thoughts. Bring food
about recent changes to training to share, and your ideas for the
and Panels, are also welcome future of the Region. The committee
for a nominal fee. Places are still would like to hear what you have
to say. Is there anything you want
available for student healers.
Contact Valerie to book your place to ask, or discuss? Can we help
innerlightworkshops.com/healer your Centre in any way? Come
and tell us all about it please!
-training
facebook.com/Healing-for-Healers1 745661 78901 5086 Price £5 to
cover cost of room. All proceeds
go to Region 11 funds.

Region 1 2
Scotland

No Report Submitted

Region 1 4

Greater London

Meet and Share Day – 24th
February 1 – 5 pm

The Quaker Meeting House
8 Hop Gardens, off St. Martin's
Lane London WC2N 4EH.
(between Côte Brasserie and
Gymbox)
London Region 1 4 invite all
members, students and friends to
our drop-in social event on 24th
February ‘Meet and Share Day.’
All are welcome to come along

Distant Healing Community
invitation

All Members are invited to join in
sending Distant Healing and love
to The Healing Trust and its
Membership. As a collective we
become much stronger and energies
are greatly amplified. Distant Healing
is sent every Wednesday between
8 pm and 9 pm.
You can participate from any place
and at any time, just set the
intention to connect together to
send and receive Healing. Any
length of time is worthwhile and
helpful but a suggested 20 minutes
would be great! The purpose is
to encourage Members to express
and strengthen our unconditional
love for ourselves and for each
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other, and connect to the desire
to unite in order to support our
Healing organisation and attract
new members and clients.

opportunities for healing practice.
They take place every other month,
from 1 0.30 am to 4 pm; the dates
of the next meetings are Saturdays
24 March, 1 9 May and 29 June.
Region 1 4 AGM 201 8 will be
You will be very welcome, whether
on 21 st April
are new, progressing through
At Hop Gardens, address as above, you
your
training or preparing for Panel.
from 2 – 5 pm in the Fry Room,
light refreshments provided. All Also, a Preparing for Panel
are welcome. Please remember workshop is being offered again
to bring your membership card if this year, on Saturday, 28 April.
you wish to vote. We are planning This is for students preparing for
to have an interesting speaker
Panel assessment, who would
again this year, with a short AGM your
like
to
attend a practical workshop
afterwards.
that will assist you with this.

Student Development Days

Please contact Christine Bachmann
Students are invited to these all- (Tutor) for more information on
day meetings, which provide
cibachmann@gmail.com
support, group mentoring and
or 07974 645992.

Regional AGMs

(see website for details)

1 Saturday 24 March
Horsham
2 Saturday 24 March
Wickham nr Southampton
4 Saturday 14 April
Larkhill, Bath
6 Saturday 14 April
Cadoxton, Barry
7 Sunday 27 May
Great Barton, Suffolk
8 Saturday 12 May
Penkridge, nr Stafford
9 Saturday 16 June
1 0 Sunday 29 April
Gorton Monastery, Manchester
11 Saturday 24 March
Venue TBA
1 4 Saturday 21 April
Westminster Meeting House,
London

Matthew Manning’s workshop in Region 11 was a great success.

Enid Marshall, the chair of the Solihull
Healers Group for more than fifteen
years, passed on in September
201 7 at the age of 90 years.
Enid started to give healing at the
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Fondly remembered

age of four, to help her disabled
sister. She spent the majority of her
working life as a nurse and joined
the NFSH, now The Healing Trust,
in order to help others to find their

healing ability. She will be missed
for her leadership and devotion to
healing, but will continue her work
now she has returned home.

Peter Hockley

Regional Directory & Course Tutors
REGION 1

Kent, Surrey, Sussex

Secretary: Noreen Greenacre
0208 6606728
Training and Student Support:
Jacquie Wilton 01 273 593294
Tutors
David Haylock
01 372 2891 28
0791 4 660653
merlinite1 964@gmail.com

Jacquie Wilton

Hove Support Group: Mondays
1 7:30-1 9:30 or 1 9:30-21 :30
01 273 593294
jcwilton@hotmail.co.uk

Lea Brodie

Cobham Support Group:
Mondays 1 9:30 - 22:00
07885 5001 76
lea.brodie@btinternet.com
Healing Centres:
Beckenham [W]* 07754 833020
Bromley [W]* 07850 27491 2
Caterham & Old Coulsdon [W]*
01 883 330706/01 883 342064
Epsom & Ewell [A]*[W]*
07539 820596
Godalming 01 483 427204
Kingston 0781 4 91 41 63
Orpington [W]* 07881 660076
Weybridge [W]* 07974 393890

REGION 2

Berks, Hants, Dorset, Wilts,

The Channel Isles, Isle of Wight
Secretary: Vacant
Student Support: Steve Shiner
07778 709364
Tutors
Pamela Townsend
01 932 845502
07720 9051 23
enquiries@the9thhalo.co.uk
Healing Centres:
Binfield/Wokingham
07778 709364
Wickham [A]* 02380 26611 5
Fleet 01 252 62871 4
Wessex [A]* Rosemary
Rollason 01 202 422799

REGION 3

Devon, Cornwall

Secretary: Annie McCluskey
01 803 55431 9
Tutors
Jennifer Jones
0771 8 0801 77
jenniferjones@me.com
(mac.com also works)
Healing Centres:
Truro [A]*
Tony McLennan 07887 5341 77

01 761 47051 6
Student Support: Martin Davis
01 225 8321 65

Tutors
Dawn Redwood
07570 400363
dawn.redwood04@gmail.com

Stephanie Beinart

07795 1 50731
stephbeinart@gmail.com

Valerie Inwood

01 225 8301 54
valinwood@googlemail.com

Pamela Townsend

01 932 845502
07720 9051 23
enquiries@the9thhalo.co.uk
Healing Centres:
Bath [A]*
Frankie Williams 01 225 635342

REGION 5

Herts, Bucks, Oxon, Northants,
Beds

Secretary: Vacant
Tutors
Patrick Walter
St Albans Development Group:
REGION 4
Usually the second Sunday of
Bath, Bristol, Gloucestershire, each month, 1 4:00 - 1 7:00
Somerset and North Somerset 07889 021 240
Secretary: Mercedes Nunez
illumine@btinternet.com
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Healing Centres:
Chesham (A)* (W)*
01 494 782526
West Herts [A]* [W]*
01 442 863922 & 0791 4 038876

REGION 6

W. Glamorgan, Mid
Glamorgan, S Glamorgan,
Powys, Gwent, Dyfed,
Monmouthshire

Secretary: Wendy Hale
Student Support: Wendy Hale
07740 774590
Tutors
Wendy Hale
Region 6 Support Group:
first Friday of the month,
1 8:30 - 20:30
0774 0774 590
wendy@in-the-pink.me.uk

Diana Bianchi

02920 21 6536
dianabianchi47@hotmail.com
Healing Centres:
Brynmawr 01 495 311 348

REGION 7

Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambs,
Essex

Secretary: Bryan Timms
01 284 702338
Student Support: Sandra Willis
01 473 31 0076
Tutors
Christine Bachmann
07974 645992
cibachmann@gmail.com
Student Development days take
place in Shenfield, Essex, every
other month on Saturdays, from
1 0.30 - 4.00pm
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Michelle Bernard

REGION 9

Elisabeth Bond

Secretary: Lesley Sumner
01 332 840332
Student Support:
Russell Godber 07803-708-205
Tutors
Julie Tasker
07947 1 02645
julie_tasker@hotmail.com

01 223 5741 85
michelle.bernard64@gmail.com
Ipswich Healer Support Group:
The third Friday of the month
from 7.30pm to 9.30pm
01 473 437655
lis@elisabethbond.co.uk

Sue Brodie

01 362 857801
07833 1 74399
suejbrodie@yahoo.com
Healing Centres:
Norwich [A]* 01 362 857801
and 07833 1 74399

REGION 8

Leics, Lincs, Notts, S & W
Yorkshire, Derbyshire

Annie Britt

07943 890826
annieteaguebritt@gmail.com
Healing Centres:
Nottingham [A]* 07941 305587

REGION 1 0

Hereford, Worcs, Warwicks,
Isle of Man, Isle of Anglesey,
Staffs, Shropshire, W. Midlands Gwynedd, Conwy,
Secretary: Gillian Davies
Denbighshire, Flintshire,
01 785 21 4805
Wrexham, Lancashire,
Student Support: Judith Pool
Mersey, Cheshire & Greater
01 785 284875
Manchester
Tutors
Barbara Toovey
01 785 780111
barbarajoyce28@yahoo.co.uk

Natasha Bell

01 691 657664
tass.bell@btinternet.com

Paul Konig

01 981 251 845
07776 1 07434
paul007@btinternet.com
Healing Centres:
Penkridge [W]* 01 785 284 875
Walsall Natural Healing Group
[A]* [W]* 07938 838047
and 07938 83801 0

Secretary: Karen Jebbett
077890 71 085
Student Support: Anne Cutler
07904 1 54305
Tutors
John Quigley
01 606 2271 28
john@cosmictraveller.com
Healing Centres:
Blackburn [A]* 01 772 469820
Preston 07904 1 54305

REGION 11

N Yorkshire, E Yorkshire,
Cleveland, Durham, Tyne &
Wear, Cumbria,
Northumberland

Secretary: Maria Neal
07864 7691 63
Communications Secretary:
Valerie Chiltonsmith
07837 846923
Tutors
Valerie Chiltonsmith
07837 846923
innerlightworkshops@gmail.com
Healing Centres:
York [W]*
01 423 359498

REGION 1 2
Scotland

Secretary: Vacant
Tutors
Christina Mark
01 450 378339
07724 771 081
christinamark2@gmail.com

Healing Centre:
Aberdeen 01 224 591 700
Tuesdays & Thursdays from
1 0.am - 1 4.00pm

REGION 1 4

Greater London and
Middlesex

Secretary: Susie Silvey
07880 7051 57
Student Support:
Christine Bachmann
07974 645992
Tutors
Christine Bachmann
Student Development and
Support Group meetings are
held throughout the year.
07974 645992
cibachmann@gmail.com

Healing Centres:
Ashford (Middlesex) [W]*
01 932 784461
Central London 0208 360 4703
Eastcote [W]* 0208 868 7831
Hampstead 0781 8 1 83866 and
07749 11 0422
Highgate [W]* 07879 69741 7
Hammersmith 0208 740 4791
New Barnet 0208 368 71 98
Pinner [A]*[W]* 0208 866 9332
South East Cancer Help Centre
[A]* [W]* 0208 6680974
Stanmore [A]*[W]*
0208 866 9332
Wimbledon [W]* 0208 239 601 6

NON-UK TUTORS

USA
Karen Coratelli-Smith
+1 239 692-91 20
ksmith727@comcast.net

David C. Karg

+1 239 530-0838
dkarg@embarqmail.com
Australia
Bob & Jan Arnold
+64 7 868 5204
bob.jan@xtra.co.nz

Sharon Heaysman

+61 395795082
sharonheaysman@gmail.com
Southern Ireland
Yvonne Fitzgerald
086 2787 21 3
yvofitzgerald@gmail.com

Lyn Furlong

+353 469 431 539
+353 876 99671 4
lynfurlong@gmail.com

Bernadette Jewell

01 464 01 91
bmsjewell@mac.com

Marianne Quinn

01 285 2355
faithfulmarianne@yahoo.ie

Clara Martin

003531 2800692 from UK
353 86 3075 637
claranimhairtin2@gmail.com

France
Brenda Henderson
Tel. +33 (0) 5 53 52 07 95
Mob. +33 (0) 6 43 40 92 51
brenda.henderson@orange.fr
www.maisoncouleurs.net
Germany
John Olford
+49 823 890 033
info@lotus-spirit.de
New Zealand
Bob & Jan Arnold
+64 7 868 5204
bob.jan@xtra.co.nz

Linda Woodgate

+64 352 898 91
+64 211 885778
lindawoodgate@live.com

Poland
Antoni Przechrzta
+48 600 587 848
biuro@uzdrawianie.com
Portugal
Bettina Myers
+351 91 9 61 2 479
bettinamyers@gmail.com
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Sweet potato curry

This dish combines a few simple ingredients to create comfort food at its best –
perfect for family meals or sharing with friends. You can freeze individual portions to
provide nurturing meals for one. Or make a large pot and offer it up at a spiritual retreat.
Gluten-free, vegan and only very mildly spicy, it goes down a treat with large groups.
This recipe serves four.

Stir in the curry powder, coating the onion mixture.

Ingredients

Add the sweet potatoes, sweet red pepper, stock
and lentils.

1 tbsp olive oil
1 onion, peeled and chopped
2 tbsp fresh ginger root, peeled and finely chopped
2 cloves garlic, peeled and finely chopped
1 rounded dsp mild curry powder
3 sweet potatoes, peeled and roughly chopped
into 1 cm cubes
1 sweet red pepper, seeded and chopped
1 cup red split lentils
500 ml vegetable stock
salt and black pepper to taste
To serve:
Brown basmati rice
Optional: handful of fresh coriander leaves,
roughly sliced

Method

Heat the oil in a 2-litre saucepan. Add the onion and
gently fry for two minutes. Add the ginger and garlic,
and continue to fry gently until the onion is translucent.
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Add a little boiled water – just enough to cover the
mixture. Bring to the boil, then gently simmer with
the lid loosely on for 20 minutes. Stir occasionally.
Remove from heat, stir gently to break the cooked
lentils down into a creamy sauce. Add salt and black
pepper to taste.
Serve with brown basmati rice and garnish with fresh
coriander leaves if wished.

